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If children ruled the world, everything would be wonderful.

We children would not let adults go to school to learn, but instead, they would put a special hat on their head and would know everything they needed to know.

We children would build a Disney World in each city to let adults play whatever they want. We would produce a lot of games and toys and build a lot of playgrounds to let them play.

We children would tell all the kids to provide adults with a clean, safe, and happy home. We would take good care of them. We would give them a bath everyday, clean the homes, and cook delicious food for them. We would invent a lot of machines to do all kind of jobs for us, so kids wouldn't need to work. Kids’ only job is to make the adults happy.

Adults could travel wherever they wanted. For example, one week they could go to beach, the next they could go mountain climbing in the Himalayas. They could take a spaceship to go to the moon and Mars. If they like the cold weather, they could live near the North and South Poles. If they like warm weather, they could live nearby the equator. If they want to play games and watch TV, we would buy games and TVs for them.

If children ruled the world, flowers, green trees, and cute animals would be everywhere. Each place would be full of fun.

I wish children could rule the world soon!